algebra is the unique determination of the mixing angle 0 and the equality of the p and~masses. We are able to get a fit to experiment with only two independent parameters, which may be taken as m, and mz*. We present a comprehensive phenomenological examination of the Veneziano ansatz for pion-nucleon and kaon-nucleon processes. Using invariant amplitudes constructed as sums of beta-function terms, we attempt to fit simultaneously all the relevant high-and low-energy scattering data as well as the elastic widths of baryon resonances. We discuss a useful technique for ensuring that the theoretical amplitudes will possess the observed spin-parity structure of the physical spectrum of baryon states. Our main conclusions are the following: (a) Sizable subsidiary terms are required. (b) The predicted duality relation between the s-channel (baryon) and the t-channel (meson) Regge poles is not supported quantitatively. (c) Using the polynomial form for residue functions suggested by the model, we have performed detailed fits to all~X backward data and elastic widths. The model fails to provide an adequate extrapolation from the scattering data to the widths of the ne (1238) and its recurrences; acceptable agreement is found for the other trajectories. Moreover, the residues of the AN 
algebra is the unique determination of the mixing angle 0 and the equality of the p and~masses. We are able to get a fit to experiment with only two independent parameters, which may be taken as m, and mz*. ' In a simple closed form, the amplitude is analytic, crossingsymmetric, and has Regge behavior at high energies. Moreover, in a straightforward fashion, it can be expanded as a sum of zero-total-width resonance-pole terms, thus exhibiting a form of duality by quantitatively associating asymptotic behavior to low-energy 'R. Dolen, D. Horn, and C. Schmid, Phys. Rev. 166, 1768 (1968); C. Schmid, Phys. Rev. Letters 20, 689 (1968) . resonance structure in one simple function. In addition, research has revealed an interesting relationship of the representation to partially conserved axial-vector current (PCAC) requirements for processes involving pion s.
From the phenomenological point of view, the Veneziano representation provides several attractive possibilities. It relates the parametrization of the residue structure of a Regge pole to the trajectory itself, removing the erstwhile freedom of an arbitrary multiplicative form factor in the momentum transfer t. Also, assuming that a given physical process can be represented by the sum of a small number of betafunction terms, the representation provides a strong quantitative connection between forward (l -0) and backward (u=0) scattering at high energy -features of the data which, dominated by distinct Regge-pole ' C. Lovelace, Phys. Letters 28B, 264 (1968) .
Aidan EN SCATTERING exchanges, have until now seemed uncorr elated. Furthermore, the extension of the beta-function representation from the quasi-two-body scattering domain' '4 ' to multiparticle processes promises, among other things, an understanding of interference effects at the locus of intersecting resonance bands in Dalitz plots. 4 This last feature requires for its implementation, of course, some procedure for overcoming the unitarityviolating zero-width aspect of the model. These phenomenological consequences of the model are largely untested as yet.
In this paper we present a critical discussion of mesonbaryon scattering within the framework of the Veneziano model. ' Because pion-nucleon and kaon-nucleon scattering are perhaps the best studied hadronic processes, both theoretically and phenomenologically, it should be instructive to examine in detail the extent to which the model increases our understanding of these processes. Our aim is to indicate in a comprehensive fashion both the strong points and the limitations of the Veneziano beta-function par ametrization for these processes.
Very recently, enthusiasm has been generated for the point of view which holds that the Veneziano form is to be regarded as a Born approximation. ' Presumably this means that "higher-order" terms would be important in achieving agreement with nature; for example, a "unitarized" version is suggested by Mandelstam to eliminate the parity doubling which occurs in his quarksubstrate model even for meson trajectories. The methods for obtaining the higher-order terms and/or unitarity corrections are as yet ill defined and are likely to be involved. In our investigation, we sought to represent meson-baryon scattering simply as a sum of beta functions, and our conclusions are limited to that viewpoint. 8 Whereas there are certain general aspects of the Veneziano-type model which are helpful in gaining a unified qualitative picture of strong-interaction phenomena, our conclusions on the quantitative side are somewhat pessimistic. Detailed empirical knowledge of meson-baryon scattering is far more sophisticated than the capabilities of the model. To be sure, it is very possibly true that a finite set of resonance widths and a finite number of differential cross-section points can be fitted using a similarly finite number of beta-function ' Previous studies of meson-baryon scattering include the papers on pion-nucleon scattering by M. Virasoro, Phys. Rev. 184, 1621 (1969); K. Igi, Phys. Letters 28$, 330 (1968) ; Y. Hara, Phys. Rev. 182, 1906 (1969) ; R. Amann, Nuovo Cimento Letters 2, 87 (1969) ; University of Chicago Report No. EFI 69-27 (unpublished) ; and those on kaon-nucleon scattering by K. Igi and J. Storrow, Nuovo Cimento 62A, 972 (1969) ; T. Inami, ibid. 63A, 987 (1969) ; K. Pretzl and K. Igi, ibid. 63A, 609 (1969) ' S. Mandelstam, Phys. Rev. 184, 1625 (1969 ; K. Kikkawa, B. Sakita, and M. A. Virasoro, ibid. 184, 1956 A. Virasoro, ibid. 184, (1969 .
We also do not consider the triple-product representation suggested by M. A. Virasoro LPhys. Rev. 17?, 2309 Rev. 17?, (1969 g nor the parametrization of S. Mandelstam /ibid. 183, 1374 Mandelstam /ibid. 183, (1969 g. terms. However, the more terms one is forced to employ, the smaller is the predictive -or even the unifyingcontent of the model. In particular, many features of the data enable one to demonstrate the existence of sizable subsidiary' terms in the Veneziano expansion.
Moreover, we find it impossible to achieve a compelling representation which properly relates even the magnitudes of the leading-trajectory baryon-resonance widths with the sizes of the forward and backward differential cross sections.
Outside the realm of precise fits to data, however, some useful features emerge. First, there is the relation between the asymptotic t-channel Regge-pole parameters and the qualitative behavior of the s-channel resonances of the intermediate-energy range. We have in mind, for example, the crossover effect; this is discussed in Secs. II A and III. Second, the Veneziano representation yields a new method for quantitatively estimating the nonasymptotic corrections to the Regge formalism. This could be useful for determining how good a fit one should demand from a high-energy approximation. Finally, as has been pointed out by Virasoro and Amann, ' it suggests a possibly useful parametrization of the variation of baryon widths as a function of their mass.
In Sec. I, after establishing notation, we focus upon those technical features of the Veneziano formula that are relevant to a reasonable description of mesonbaryon scattering. These include signature, parity doubling, PCAC, positivity, and the absence of ghosts.
After these theoretical points, we review in Sec. II the experimental picture of meson-baryon scattering which the Veneziano expansion should reproduce. We examine several aspects of Regge-pole-theory fits to forward elastic scattering data, including exchange degeneracy and the crossover sects, and also study the nature of the Pomeranchuk trajectory. For pion-nucleon forward elastic data, we present a good fit to existing data using I", p, and Pomeranchuk pole trajectories, all with normal slope [i.e. , near 1.0 (GeV(c) ' ). The value for the scale constant ss 1(n' 1 suggested by the Veneziano formula is consistent with the forward data.
Apart from this treatment of the high-energy forward elastic data, in Sec. II we also discuss the zeros in the scattering amplitude at specific values of t and I required in order to obtain the correct spin-parity structure of the baryon resonance spectrum. From the Veneziano expansion we subsequently extract a parametrization for the residue functions of the various baryon trajectories. In general, the model suggests that By "subsidiary" we mean either terms which do not contribute to leading order asymptotically in one or more channels or those which do not contribute to the residue of the lowest-lying physical state on a given trajectory. We use the word "daughter" to denote any state in a given resonance tower whose spin Jis less than that of the leading member. The term "exotic" denotes a meson state whose quantum numbers cannot be generated via the quark model as (qq); an exotic baryon is one for which (gqq) In the final section, we summarize our conclusions.
The reader interested primarily in new phenomenological results is directed to Secs. II A, II D, and III.
In this section we define our notation, discuss the choice of an appropriate set of amplitudes, and give a general expansion for these amplitudes in terms of Veneziano beta-function terms. Securing the appropriate asymptotic behavior and spin structure of the amplitudes imposes certain restrictions on the terms in the expansions. Further limitations and relationships between terms arise from incorporating into the representation general properties of meson-baryon scattering such as signature for trajectories, positivity of resonance widths, and absence of ghosts. Similar expansions are appropriate for B&r '(s, t,u In pion-nucleon scattering, the symmetry property given in Eqs. (1) and (2) can be directly employed to relate the constants of the third summation of Eq. (3) to those in the 6rst, and also to prescribe structure within the second summation.
Later in this paper, when we discuss the spin-parity structure of the baryon states, it will prove convenient to use terms such as C. Structure of Veneziano Formula for A and 8
The expansion of the functions A &r&(s, i,u) and B&r&(s, t, u) was given in Eq. (3). In this section, we will specialize to pion-nucleon scattering for definiteness and will elaborate somewhat on the properties of individual terms in the expansions. As noted, the desired amplitudes are expanded in a series of the form We note, in passing, that the absence of a physical state at nq(s) =-, 'does not prevent our using ns='0 in (6) and (7) when dealing with that trajectory. Upon taking the appropriate linear combination of (6) and (7) A
where p(') is the signature factor, given by r&&'& = (1+r t'&e ' ""')/sin~nt '&, (20) and (i) labels the contribution of a given pole. The functions a,'(f) and. b,'(f) are classical Regge-pole-model residues whose structure is given in Sec. III A 1. To get around these difficulties, one must add additional t-channel effects besides the Regge poles listed above. There are two ways to do this, and the diff erent methods suggest quite different t-channel structure for Veneziano representations of EÃ and~E scattering. The first method is illustrated in Fig. 3 (a).
If we continue to associate zeros at t~0 2(G-eV/. c)'
with the Regge-pole residues, as above, then some secondary trajectory or cut mechanism must serve to cancel the t~-0.6 (GeV/c)' zero from A'. This way out has the feature of retaining duality of leading t-channel Regge poles with leading s-channel resonances, and presumably the effect required could be quantitatively small. " To avoid the factorization-induced zero in 8 at l~-0.2 (GeV/c)', one must conclude tha, t it is inappropriate to impose factorization on nonunitary solutions, such as those of the Veneziano type. We will say more about this later.
The second method for curing the difficulties requires disassociating the t~-0.2 zero from a single Regge-pole residue altogether. It is illustrated in Fig. 3 the duality zero would be moved out to t -0.6 (GeV/c)'. An altered form of duality between resonances and Regge poles could thus be restored, although the asymmetry between 2' and 8 seems inelegant.
Moreover, if we define "background" to be "experiment" minus the contributions of leading trajectories, we see that this background would not have the r(l' -n, (t))r(m -c g(s))
(1 -2.5) . r (n' -Q. ,(t) -ag(s)) X(938) D" (1518) F16 (1688) 617 (2190 (2030) A (1116) D03 (1520) F05 (1815) Goy (2100) Dolen, Horn, and Schmid' emphasized the correlation between the zeros of the t-channel Regge-pole residues and those of the s-channel resonance contributions. In Table IV (26) and b denotes the slope of the trajectory, ns (u) =nl)(0)+ bu. Note that one may express c,s in terms of Ms, using J=n/)(0)+bMs'.
After employing the formulas of Appendix A, one obtains the elastic widths of the two parity states at a given J:
1,~( »=~( P"aM)I (J)q")(+Ms), (27) where the essentially kinematic fa, ctor is given by
For convenience in what follows, we define
In Eq. (27) In the limit n))(u)~k = J -'"where J is the total spin of the resonance, we again retain only terms contributing to widths of resonances on the parent trajectory and, after setting
For kaon-nucleon scattering, the absence of (s,u) terms in the Veneziano expansion leads to the reduction (r)(M~) =Q cqgLO', , g(') -(Mg -M) S" ("] . (31) The constants 0', and in these equations are obviously different for each trajectory considered; however, if one wishes to fit simultaneously the resonance widths of all trajectories in mÃ scattering, say, then definite constraints exist between the sets (O"S) for the different scattering. The quantity is defined in Eqs. (27) and (30) (1385) were found from SUS applied to the~(1238). As discussed in the text, the backward datum point is too uncertain to be placed on the graph. The curves have the same meaning as those in Fig. 7 .
In the pion-nucleon situation, upon forming f(QI/2) and employing isospin and signature relations, one derives X2 P c«LR«(
The isospin index I is the total isospin in the exchange (Q) channel. The similarity to Eq. (30) is obvious and shows how the reduced residue function parametrizes both the widths of resonance spectrum and the backward-scattering region in a uniform fashion.
rr(]+ire t«. e) (bs)ae '" 
ya(u"') = 27.3+51.7u+ (I'~' 3I)(27 2+34 -5u) . (. 37).
The h(1238) elastic width is 53 MeV, =45%%uq of its experimental value, " and X' on 82 s P backward data '~T he elastic widths have been calculated in this paper by using the narrow-resonance approximation, as indicated in Appendix A. This is possibly a bad idea for the n(1238). One should probably reduce the quoted empirical value of 0.120 GeV by about 30% before making comparison with the theory. This factor can be estimated by calculating the integral over the experimental I=J= 2 discontinuity PA. Donnachie, R. G. Kirsopp, and C.
Lovelace, Phys. Letters268, 161 (1968) ] from threshold up to, say, s=M&'+1 GeV'. This is indeed some 30'P& lower than the corresponding value from the narrow-resonance approximation.
When making comparisons in this paper, we used the 0.120-GeV A(s -/)' e« '. The systematic normalization errors on the data were taken into account, as described in Sec. II D. We can only be ashamed of the ridiculously small error bars on n, «, which react the customary inapplicability of the normal laws of statistics to high-energy data. If, as might be true in 7f=p backward scattering, the data are dominated by a single u I -dependent trajectory, cx ff measures &Le. (I"')+a( -I"') j = Ren(e'"), present a plot of this particular residue solution in Fig. 4 It may be seen from comparing the data points in Figs.
5 and 6 that the N~'s residue function is expected to be of similar size to that of the N . Therefore, the contribution of the Nv to the backward mN data" will differ typically from the N only in the intercept [cr~(0) c(ri0v)-+0 5, which. strongly favors the iV $ and the signature factor (which f'avors the X~n ear u=0). In our various fits to the data, we fixed the 6, using parameters determined from the sr p fit, and
In fits (i) -(iii), the X is clearly dominant, and the three subsidiary trajectories 6, S~, and D» contribute about equally. The various experiments" on~E CKX backward scattering are not notably consistent with each other. However, they all seem to indicate that there should be destructive interference between the I"=-,'and the I"=~contributions to the CEX reaction.
This feature is realized in fit (i), but not in fits (ii) and (iii) . The values of p(u"') at the resonance positions, given in Figs. 5 and 6, were not an important constraint in the fits; in particular, the E7 contribution is badly determined.
We can try to limit the freedom in the fits by requiring agreement with the trend of the s. +p polarization data measured near 3 GeV/c. 4i In fits (ii) and (iii), the 6-1V 
In terms of the four-parameter form given in Eq. (35), the residue functions are y~( u't') = (104 -184u)+ (I' t' -M) (293+106u), (42) y~, (n'") = ( -131+21u) (6), near a pole ur(s) =m' is given by r(l -u2(t))/r(n -m' -u&(&)), which has zeros for t values, u2(t) = I 1, , -n-m'. In- (-u) (Gev /c)P signi6cantly by the Pomeranchukon, whereas the It, = 1 part is already implied by the low-energy E+n CEX data, 0.35 -0.81 (GeV/c)', from which it was in fact extracted.
C. Critique of Solutions (I) and (I')
Having determined the constants in his parametrization as discussed above, Inami found that his expression (I) produced good agreement with both E p CEX data and E+p backward-scattering data, as reproduced in Figs. 11 and 12 . In this section, we discuss the signihcance of these verified predictions and also comment upon the value given by his solution for the elastic widths and scattering lengths.
We begin with the E p -i E'e result. Given the va, lue of A', asymptotically, a good fit to the E pCEX datawill be obtained once one speci6es, in addition, the approximately correct value for the ratio A'/i B at, f = 0. This was done when the correct spin-parity structure of the low-energy spectrum was imposed. We argue below that the success achieved in the 6t is therefore not a triumph for the particular Ueneziano formulation, but is a practically expected result of a wide class of models which embody a duality of resonances and Regge poles. To make this more quantitative, we 6rst focus on some Table V , this is shown to be the case for the high-spin members of each resonance tower. Any Veneziano form which does not contain daughter states with huge widths must exhibit this feature, and, indeed, as we noted, the ratio conditions were imposed in each of the s-channel isospin states when the param- The B(I&= 0) n-umber is small, owing to the cancellations, but is essentially undetermined experimentally.
The major testable prediction is that for B(I,=1), which is supported. However, as this discussion indicates, essentially the same prediction would come from any model imposing duality and normalizing to A'. The only surprising aspect is that the precise numerical values Inami uses produce uncannily good agreement with the 3=0 values of Table III 
(E).
Upon examining the l dependences of solutions (I) and (I'), we find that A, B, and A '(Ii= 0) are essentially constant, subject to the expected n&= -n zeros, whereas A'(Ii= 1) has the sought-for crossover zero at t= -0.25 (GeV/c)s. These effects are also expected because, as explained in Sec. II, any roughly constant A and 8 will generate the crossover zero in A'(I, = 1) but not in A'(1, =0), simply as a consequence of the 1 l/4M'-tactor )see Eq. A11)$ and the appropriate magnitude of A'/vB at t= 0. As noted, this latter quantity is small for the I&=1 amplitude but of order unity for I~=0.
The absence of a crossover zero in A' (oi exchange) implies that solutions (I) and (I') will poorly reproduce the empirical value of the difference do/dt(E+p ela, stic) -da/dt(E pelastic) . The fit which Inami achieved to the backward E+P scattering data, Fig. 11 , is a free prediction and is reasonably good, but this may be a Quke. From Fig. 7 Fig. 13 that the ht to the X+n CEX data is generally rather poor. At low energies, the theory predicts more 5 wave and less I' wave than is indicated by the data. The presence of the large I'-wave component of the data may be identi6ed with rapid variation of the amplitude produced by the nearby baryon poles. The residues of these poles are too small in both (I) and (I'). In the next section, solutions will be considered whose residues at the nearby poles agree better with experiment, and a larger P-wave component will be generated. r(2 -n~-n, ) r(1 -n, )r(2 -n, ) Based upon such thoughts, plus some trial and error, from our Pandora's box of possible extra Veneziano forms, we select a few that are particularly helpful.
These are in addition to those in Eq. (44) We notice that this solution in the 2 segment is not essentially different from (I'). We have also obtained fits with a larger value of Z~t. The data on the Yi* (1385) are not sufficiently precise to determine the size of 2», but when we study~E scattering we 6nd that the solution analogous to (I') gives much too small a 6 width. A typical fit with a larger I' t*(1385) coupling is the major discrepancy between theory and experiment is the E+e CEX data (Fig. 13) at the lowestmomentum, 0.35 GeV/c. The computer was unable to reproduce the cancellation" necessary to yield a rather small S wave at low energy. In Fig. 13(a) , one may choose between the devil and the deep blue sea. Fits (I) and (I') have too small a P-wave component, whereas (II) and (II') have a reasonable P-wave but a disastrously large 5-wave component (too large by a factor of 2 in the amplitude). We tried many alternatives in an attempt to improve the fit. The addition of various beta-function terms to our amplitude, with small multiplicative coefficients, will, in fact, yield agreement with the 0.35-GeV/c data. However, all of our fits which were successful at 0.35 GeV/c fell well below the data curves at higher values of energy.
In Fig. 11 , the (I) and (II) fits to the E+p backward elastic data are presented. The quantitative agreement between theory and experiment seems to get worse as the energy increases. ' Figure 12 presents the fits to the E p CEX data which are adequate.
The major difference (and claimed improvement) between (I), (I') and (II), (II') lies in the va, lues of the baryon residue functions, which are typically a factor of 2 larger in the (II) and (II') fits. In Table VI, we give the results of the partial-wave analyses of the P$7(2 3 0)0tower. As rumored earlier in this subsection, the residue of the Frs is positive in (II). This happy state of affairs is in fact enjoyed by (I'), (II), and (II') but not, as we said, by (I). In Figs. 7 and 8, we plot the residue functions of the leading baryon trajectories for solutions (I) and (II).
In Fig. 14, the deviations of our Veneziano-model solutions from the elastic scattering data are illustrated.
To achieve a 6t to elastic data one must, of course, include an appropriate Pomeranchuk-trajectory contribution. We did this simply by parametrizing the Pomeranchuk amplitude as in Eqs. (20) and (21) 
with n"(t) = 1+t. A complete treatment requires additional terms, of course, in order to achieve signature for the Pomeranchuk trajectory and the elimination of the j=0 daughter state at n"=1. However, because we give this argument for illustrative purposes, we ignore these considerations as well as those relating to possible (s,u) terms.
The data (Table III) suggest that the real world lies somewhere between the limits b"= 13, u"= 0 and 6"=7, Upon breaking the degeneracy, we discover terms such as I'(1 -ng (s)) I'(1 -n~(u) ) (s -u) I'(2 -ng(s) -ng(u) ) states. The elastic widths of the two states in a given pair can differ greatly in the low-mass region, but they grow increasingly independent of parity as the mass is increased along the trajectory. This asymptotic limit is rather slowly realized in solutions (II) and (II') of Sec. III; even at J=~~, the wrong parity states of both the "Either the 6xed-t s~~or the Axed-angle s -+ limit leads to this conclusion. 'r S. Frautschi With reference to Fig. 1 , we define =(P+ )'=(P'+ ')'~= (P P')'=-4 0')'-and u = (P V')'= (P-' V)', -where p (p') and q (q') are the four-momenta of the incident (outgoing) baryon and. meson, respectively.
The S matrix is given, with isospin labels suppressed, as Sr,;=by, ,+i(2')'8(P'+g' -P -g)Ti, ;, (A1) with 2'(P',~', P,~) =u(P')L~+2(0+0')B ju(P) (A2)
The functions A(s, t,u) and B(s,t,u) are free of kinematical singularities; our Dirac spinor amplitudes satisfy (P -M)u(p) =0 and u(p)u(p) =2M. In this paper, M denotes the baryon mass and p, the meson mass. We define the kinematical quantity Ea = (syM' -p, ')/2s'" (A3) which is the energy of the baryon in the s-channel center-of-mass system; the corresponding E"is obtained 
